eduCanon: Easy formative assessments for online videos
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How to sign up for eduCanon
2. Click Signup.
3. Click I am an instructor.
4. Enter the appropriate information to sign up as a teacher. Click the blue arrow to continue.
How to build a lesson in eduCanon

1. Click the green Begin Building button.

2. Enter the title, learning objective, select your grade, topic, subtopic.

3. Search or paste the YouTube, Vimeo, or TeacherTube URL in the text field.

4. Watch or forward the video till you reach a moment where you would like to ask a question. Pause the video and then click the Build Question button.
5. On the right, enter in a question and your answers. If you find that the time set for your question is incorrect, you may update the timing of the question. When finished, click Save Question. Repeat this process until you have added all of your questions for the entire video.

How to assign the lesson and create classes

1. When finished click the Finish Build button (red button under the video). Then click Assign lesson in the box that displays.

2. To add a class, click the plus mark in the box with the dotted line. Fill in the class name (with section) and description. Create as many classes as you need.

3. Choose the due date (students can still complete lessons early or late) and then drag the lesson of your choice from the right side of the screen to the class column you created.
4. Click the gear in the upper right part of the screen.

5. I’ve set my account to private by clicking the checkbox where it says Everything Private? The Teacher Search Code is going to be necessary for your students to find your lessons. Copy this number down and share it with your students. (this screen shot shows mine, not yours 😊)

**How to monitor your students**

1. Click the Monitor link found in the upper menu.

2. Select your class and then select the lesson. (The download lesson grades link is for paid accounts.) You’ll be taken to a screen which displays how your student performed on the lesson.

**How students will use eduCanon.**

**How students will sign up**


2. When prompted, students should click I am a student! Students also have the option of watching a video tutorial of signing up by clicking the link or they can visit this link: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvppNXXy_CA](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvppNXXy_CA)
3. Students fill in their first and last names, email address, and password, and then click the blue arrow on the right to create their account.

How students add classes and participate in lessons

1. After creating their account they will need to add a class. This is accomplished by clicking the green Add Class button which displays and then entering in the Teacher Search Code.

2. Once they locate the class, they will need to click the plus button that is to the left of the class name and then click the Done button. If they have multiple instructors creating Educanon lessons, they can repeat this process.

3. Students will then be taken to a screen which shows their classes. In order to access the lessons you have created they will need to click on the class name.
4. Students will click on the lesson that they need to take – even if it shows up as overdue. Simply click the video, or the Show button which displays to the right of Overdue or Due Soon.
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5. The screen will display the title and objective of the lesson. Once they reach the moment in time that a question is to be asked, the video will pause, a question will display and students will be able to answer by clicking a response.
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6. When the video is complete, they will be prompted to view their score. When their score displays they will prompted to click a link to complete the lesson.
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